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Production Procedures 
 
The following is a guide to producing at the Alumnae Theatre Company. The Alumnae is 
not a professional producing unit, but the public and the people who work with the 
Alumnae expect the standards and methods of the professional theatre. With organization, 
planning and thought, Alumnae Theatre is able to provide that for them.  
 
A production staff generally consists of:  
 

• Producer 
• Stage Manager  
• Assistant Stage Manager(s)  
• Properties and Furniture Coordinator  
• Sound Designer  
• Lighting Designer  
• Costume Designer  
• Set Designer  
• Master Carpenter  

 
As required:  

• Assistant Carpenter (s) 
• Head of Wardrobe  
• Painters 
• Running Crew (light & sound operators) 
• Dressers (if needed) 
• Hanging Crew 
• Strike Crew 

 
This manual is an attempt to explain what is required of each of these people. It is 
mandatory reading for every Producer, and suggested reading for every member. An 
outline of the Publicist's duties is also included.  
 
This document is not a closed system but is ever-evolving as the needs and resources of 
the Alumnae Theatre Company change.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Updated July 8, 2008  
  

 
 



THE PRODUCER  
The Producer is appointed by the Executive Producer or the Board of Directors and 
represents the Alumnae Theatre Company and its Board in realizing all aspects of the 
Director's vision of the script into a finished production. It requires organization, skill in 
managing people, a cool head and a sense of humour. It can, and should, be a highly 
creative and thoroughly satisfying job.  
 
The Producer:  

• Engages, supports and supervises the creative team  
• Engages, supports and supervises the production and technical crew  
• Manages the money  
• Facilitates the marketing and publicity of the show between the creative team and 

the Director of Marketing/ Publicity members. 
 
Time commitment (estimate):  

• Pre-production and audition process: 4 weeks  
• Rehearsal period: 6-8 weeks  
• Performance: 3 weeks 

 
This is a 3-month commitment which varies in activity and business, starting relatively 
slowly and reaching a crescendo in the crucial two weeks before opening. The 
responsibilities may be shared with a co-producer or an assistant. This lightens the 
workload greatly. One of the Producers must be available during the pre-production 
period, the rehearsal period, the performance period, and for tasks that must be completed 
once the show is over.  
 
Getting Started:  

1. Read this manual.  
2. Read the play.  
3. Arrange for an orientation/ training session with the Training Coordinator. 
4. Get an up-to-date Alumnae members list from the Membership Secretary.  
5. Get a set of keys from the Theatre Manager or Executive Producer.  

A) PRE-PRODUCTION  
Scripts: provide scripts for each member of the cast and crew (free, if possible). There are 
several Alumnae members who can do it without charge at their offices. On the other 
hand, some of the publishing houses will insist that scripts are purchased when the rights 
are ordered. Ask the Executive Producer or your designated Board contact before 
spending money.  
 
Meet with the Executive Producer (or designate Board contact) and discuss:  

• Rough budget available for the show (to be fine-tuned later).  
• Any theatre rentals which may overlap with the show.  
• Particular design or production requirements.  
• Particular requests made by the director during the selection process.  
• Recommendations re. designer, stage manager and crew.  
• Discuss "Invisible expenses" i.e. extra light cabling, royalties, Equity fees, 

Publicity etc. that are paid directly by the treasurer and may not require the 
Producer's approval. 

 
 



Meet with Director and discuss:  
• Her/his vision of the play, including casting and design requirements.  
• Budget 
• Realistic expectations of the time commitment for cast and crew.  
• Any special production problems/challenges.  
• Creative team (Director may have specific people she/he wants to work with). 
• Alumnae Policy regarding casting and production/ creative team.  

 
The Producer will connect with the Treasurer to discuss:  

• The budget prepared.  
• Cash advance, i.e. as a lump sum or in allotments. 
• A recap on the reconciliation.  

Note: Royalties, Publicity, CAEA Fees appear on the Production budget, but are paid 
directly by the Treasurer.  
 
STAFFING  
 
The Producer staffs the show for the creative team, the production team and the technical 
crew.  
 
The producer will make every effort to support the designers and director in their vision, 
including finding creative solutions to any problems that arise. Occasionally, however 
there may be conflicts due to individual ambitions, or unrealistic expectations of what is 
possible. It is the producer's job to solve these conflicts in the best interests of the 
production. Work with the resources available which include a Board of Directors, all of 
whom are here to support you.  
 
The Creative Team (set designer, costume designer, lighting, designer, sound designer) 
are appointed in consultation with the Executive Producer and the Director, where the 
Director has final approval of the design staff. Note: Check references of any designer 
who has not worked with the Alumnae before.  
 
Recruit the following production staff:  

• Master carpenter & assistants as required. 
• Scenic painter, if required  
• Head of Wardrobe & assistants as required 
• Stage Manager(s)  
• Assistant stage manager(s)  
• Props and Furniture Coordinator  

 
If these people are in place they should be invited to the Second Design meeting, 
especially the Stage Manager. 
  
 
 
Recruit the following technical staff:  

• Lighting operator and hanging crew  
• Sound operators and hanging crew  
• Backstage crew for set changes, if required  
• Dressers as required  



• Painting crew  
• Strike crew 

 
Recruit the following administrative staff (may have some overlap with other duties, such 
as the Assistant Stage Managers): 

• Auditions Coordinator (will schedule and arranges for host and readers) 
• Liaise with the Reservations Manager (will liaise with the Publicity team and 

manage all ticket sales, monitoring the box office hotline as well as any other 
ticket-related duties) 

• Opening Night Party Coordinator  
• Program coordinator (if required.  May be delegated to Publicity, if agreed) 
 

Preliminary Design Meeting 
Invite the director, set designer, master carpenter, costume designer, lighting designer, 
sound designer, and the props/furniture coordinator. Discuss and brainstorm with the 
director about her/his vision of the show and specific production requirements. In this 
way, all your designers buy into the concept in advance. This should happen as early as 
possible and in advance of the auditions, or shortly after the auditions if the team is not yet 
in place.  
 
Second Design Meeting 
The aim of this meeting is to present the set and costume sketches, to draft the production 
schedule up to and including the tech weekend, to set production meeting dates, to set 
deadlines for the delivery of the working drawings, to schedule the first stumble-through, 
to set the date for the delivery of props, to determine the date of the set completion, and to 
schedule the costume parade.  
 
ARCHIVES  
It is important to the history of the Alumnae Theatre Company to keep records of all 
aspects of the productions. To ensure this, it is necessary for the producer to point out to 
each designer and stage manager that a copy of all notes, plots, photos etc. will be 
required at the end of each show. These will then be passed on to the person in charge of 
the Archives. 
 
AUDITIONS  
Tasks in advance: 

1. With the director, decide on audition dates and times for both auditions and call-
backs, and write the audition notice. In consultation with the publicist, it should 
include a short synopsis of the play, character description, age ranges, what is 
required for the audition, where the script is available, contact information for the 
audition coordinator, and a reminder that Alumnae is a non-union house. A sample 
is attached. 

 
2. Recruit an audition coordinator if needed: this person will be the first point of 

contact for the actors and will maintain the audition schedule for both general 
auditions and the callbacks.  The coordinator (or delegate) will also check-in and 
welcome actors onsite at the auditions, and make sure that the audition form is 
filled out, as well as distribute any sides. 

 
3. Contact the Building Space Scheduler to book the dates needed. Two spaces are 

needed, one for waiting one for auditions (ideally, the lobby and mainstage).  



 
4. Mailing and Posting: Alumnae members should get the audition notice in advance 

of the general public. Coordinate the mailing of the audition notice to the members 
with the Membership Secretary as well as Marketing and Publicity (organize this 
well in advance to take advantages of other, regular mailings). Marketing and 
Publicity will send the notice out via email, and post it on related audition 
websites.  

 
 

Tasks for the auditions: 
1. The producer attends the auditions and call-backs, and may telephone specific 

members to ask them to audition. S/he should be a resource for the director and be 
able to suggest alternative casting options if required. 

 
2. Alumnae Casting Policy: 50% of the woman cast must be members of the 

Alumnae Theatre Company. 
 

3. Equity Policy: Equity regulations permit only one Equity member for every eight 
cast members, and two Equity members for casts with nine or more members 
(discuss the specific Alumnae Equity policy with the Executive Producer, 
Director, and/or the Equity Liaison).  

 
4. Audition forms: all candidates must fill out an audition form. Stock is usually at 

the box office. If not, you can reproduce them from the sample included with this 
manual.  

 
5. Audition sides: The director may wish to choose key scenes for the actors to read 

at the auditions.  Coordinate with the Director and Audition Coordinator to ensure 
that sides are available, and have been photocopied.  Photocopies should be 
marked with the character’s names, and left in the reception room for the actors to 
review in advance. 

 
Tasks after the auditions: 

1. Final casting: the director or a delegate calls the successful actors and advises them 
of the date of first rehearsal and then contacts and thanks the others actors who 
participated in the callbacks. 

 
2. The producer contacts all of the candidates from the first round of auditions to 

thank them for participating (a general email sent to all of them is fine), 
encouraging them to audition for us again, and offering a free ticket to the second 
night of performances.  

 
3. The producer informs the Executive Producer of the final casting, noting which 

actors are members.  
 

4. The producer prepares a contact sheet which lists the names of all crew members, 
telephone numbers and email addresses. Check with the SM because sometimes 
they prefer to do this. Include the Alumnae backstage phone and the box office 
numbers. Forward this list to the Stage Manager, who will update the list with the 
final cast list. 

 
 



BUDGET  
• Producer and Executive Producer discuss rough budget.  
• Producer drafts detailed budget once the scope of the design is understood, and 

discussed with the Treasurer.  
• Producer receives an advance from the Treasurer and a reconciliation form to be 

filled out for all expenses.  
• Producer advances money for set construction, wardrobe or pays bills on receipt.  

 
Remember:  

• No one is to spend money until it is cleared by you, the Producer.  
• No money is paid out to anyone without a receipt.  
• Have the person sign when s/he receives the money.  
• Keep a running tally of the money being spent.  
• If any department is going over budget, inform the Executive Producer 

immediately to determine whether additional funds will be available or where 
adjustments can be made to compensate and keep the total spending at or below 
the budget.  

 
B) PRODUCTION  
The producer is the information conduit to the Executive Producer and the Board. He/She 
must keep abreast of any and all situations as the production progresses and never hesitate 
to pass information along the line.  
 
First Rehearsal: Who is invited?  
As well as the Creative Team and all Production staff for the show, please invite 
Alumnae’s President, the VP Executive Producer, the Technical Director, the Director of 
Audience Development (if we have one) and the Director of Marketing.  
 
Itinerary 
The Producer introduces himself/herself, welcomes the cast and production staff, and 
hands out:  

• A History of the Alumnae Theatre Company  
• Season Brochure  
• Production Schedule * 
• Contact Sheet * 
• Asks for any biographical or promotion material needed in advance.  
• Invites new women in the cast to the next general meeting and to become 

members.  
• Provides coffee and snacks to welcome the team.  

* Please leave copies of the Production Schedule and the Contact Sheet at the box office, and send 
a copy of the production schedule to the Rentals Manager and Building Space Scheduler.  
 
The Producer introduces the Stage Manager who explains:  

• The do's and don't-or-die rules of Alumnae Theatre.  
• Organizes a tour of the facility.  
• Reviews security precautions (i.e. lock up your valuables).  
• Reviews rehearsal times.  

 
The Producer introduces the creative team, who present the maquette and/or sketches.  
 



The Producer hands over the rehearsal to the Director and the actors to read through the 
script.  
 
Production Meetings  
How often?  
At the discretion of the Producer. There should be at least three production meetings, 
some teams prefer brief meetings once a week.  
 
Who comes?  
The Design staff, Production staff, Stage Manager, Director, and others (such as Audience 
Development rep) if required, to sort out particular problems. The House Manager may be 
invited to the final production meeting to discuss any special requirements affecting front-
of-house.  
 
The Producer chairs all meetings and streamlines the discussion, keeping the meeting 
within a reasonable time frame. Make sure that all department heads are on schedule. 
Monitor closely and keep minutes. Make sure that each person present is clear about tasks 
to be done, by whom and the date to be completed.  
 
Rehearsal Space  
Ideally a show will rehearse in its performance space, i.e. the mainstage, but the theatre is 
often rented to other companies, and rehearsals must go upstairs to the Studio for the first 
few weeks. If the Studio is also in use, the Producer must arrange for outside rehearsal 
space, which does not come out of her production budget but is paid for directly by the 
Treasurer. Try to get it free, or as cheaply as possible.  
 
Rehearsal Process  

• Be as visible as possible to the cast and crew throughout the process.  
• First stumble-through: invite the Lighting and Sound Designers, the Head of 

Wardrobe, and the Props Coordinator to the first stumble-through.  
• Attend rehearsals once a week from then on, particularly run-throughs.  
• Attend dress rehearsals and previews.  

 
Tech Weekend  
In advance: “The Hang” must happen in advance of Tech Weekend.  Tech weekend is 
scheduled either two or one weekend(s) before opening, depending on the show.  The 
scheduling is the director's and Stage Manager's choice. The Lighting Designer will ask 
you to assemble a crew to do the lighting hang. Consult the Executive Producer for names 
and telephone numbers. For technical back-up, the Alumnae Technical Director should be 
present for the hang, the level set and the cue-to-cue to troubleshoot, advise and train (if 
necessary). 
 
The tech weekend schedule includes a level set, a cue-to-cue with and without the actors, 
and a costume parade.  Be there for  the entire tech weekend. This is a difficult and 
stressful time for everyone and this is an opportunity to provide a calming influence.  Be 
prepared for last minute hiccups and stumbling while the show finally comes together.  
You are also in charge of “The Producer’s Lunch” where you supply a midday meal for 
all of the actors, designers and tech staff.. This is the first social event for the whole show, 
and as such, it is an important occasion for everyone involved to bond. A food fight, while 
fun, should be discouraged.   
 



Tech weekend is also an opportunity to double check the program and correct any spelling 
mistakes or typos.  Coordinate the preparation of the program, and ensure it is ready for 
this weekend. 
 
Most importantly, don't forget that everyone involved is there in a voluntary capacity and 
should derive enjoyment out of his or her involvement in the production. Try, by being 
efficient yourself, to have a smooth-running production that the participants will look back 
on with pleasure and pride.  
 
Operators: Light and Sound Operators should run the show for each run-through 
following tech weekend.  
 
Mount photos and bios in the lobby prior to opening night (or before your first preview, if 
one has been scheduled). Appoint someone to prepare a small buffet table for the opening 
night reception. 
 
Keep in close touch with the show in the final week of technical and dress rehearsals. It is 
the Stage Managers' responsibility to keep everyone on schedule, but be prepared to step 
in if needed.  Be prepared to react quickly to last minute problems.  
 
Opening Night  
1. Explain the comp ticket policy to the cast and crew:  

• Each person receives two complimentary tickets to be used at his/her discretion.  
• Each person can have an unlimited number of professional comps. 
• To reserve a complimentary ticket, the actor/designer/crew member must reserve 

the ticket in advance by telling you and leaving the information on the box office 
voicemail or emailing reservations@alumnaetheatre.com. The information must be 
sent to the reservations manager by the person reserving the ticket(s). 

• Please remind them that they must leave their name, the name of the person who 
will be picking up the ticket, and contact information. And please remind them that 
all tickets must be picked up by 7:45pm or (if it’s a sold-out house) the seats will 
be sold.   

• With the comp information that you have in advance, prepare the comp list for the 
box office staff. You will need to send updated comp information to the box office 
manager as the run continues.  

 
2. Don’t forget to distribute a free drink ticket to each cast and crew member.  
3. And last but not least: relax, enjoy the show and take a (figurative) bow.  
 
Closing Night  
Remind the cast and crew that it is their responsibility to arrange the closing night party. 
The producer will facilitate whatever is decided, and be onsite if the party occurs in the 
theatre.   
 
 
 
C) POST-PRODUCTION  
 
1. THE STRIKE 



The strike usually occurs on the Sunday after the show closes. Call the building crew, and 
the heads of wardrobe and props all of whom will assist the department heads in their 
strike. Provide coffee, cold drinks, a case of beer and leftovers from the party.  
 
The Master Carpenter will supervise the strike of the set. The Head of Wardrobe will 
supervise the strike of costumes, etc. Some costumes can be returned to stock or rental as 
is, but some must be cleaned or washed first. The props and/or furniture need to be 
returned to storage (or returned to the lender). 
 
The front of house will need to be cleaned up. While there is a cleaning company engaged 
for Alumnae Theatre to take care of the washrooms and vacuum the carpet, any party 
detritus, leftover programs, lobby displays, etc. should be cleaned up by you (and, 
hopefully, your helpers).  
 
The stage, backstage, bridge, dressing room(s) and front of house must be left clean and 
orderly for the next production. Check back to the theatre a few days after the strike to 
ensure that the props and furniture have, in fact, been returned and that the theatre is clean.  
 
2. POST-SHOW PAPER TRAIL 
Mailing List: Forward all names, addresses and phone numbers of non-members (male 
and female) to the Alumnae Secretary.  
 
Budget: Submit a full financial report to the Treasurer within two weeks of the show 
closing.  
 
Thank you notes: To any sources outside the theatre company who were helpful.  
 
Archives: The Stage Manager's book, press clippings, photographs, copies of the 
program, posters and bookmarks, the lighting plot, set drawing, maquette, sound tape, and 
video go to the Archivist.  
 
Report: Write a production report for the Alumnae board of directors within two weeks of 
closing. This report may be presented at a meeting and/or in a newsletter, and may contain 
recommendations for improvements to the system.  
 
SPECIAL NOTE  
The Producer must be prepared to assist in any way possible to facilitate a smooth-running 
and organized production. Don't take on any specific production job yourself — there isn't 
the time to do anything but produce. Don't hesitate to call on the President or the 
Executive Producer or the Technical Director in times of crisis.  
 



D) PUBLICITY, PROMOTION, DISPLAY WINDOWS, LOBBY 
DISPLAY  
 
1. PUBLICITY:  
Chair a meeting with the Producer, Director, Publicist, the Audience Development Chair 
(if one has been appointed) and the show's Special Promotions person (again, if one has 
been appointed) to determine:  

§ Deadlines and targets for marketing your show.  
§ Thrust of campaign: what are the most marketable aspects of the show? 

Who is the target audience for this show? How to reach them?  
§ Devise subjects, taglines, promo phrases, quotes for all printed material. 
§ Is there any special information that should go in the press release?  
§ Decide on distribution system for above (confirm which distribution 

company is being used, and determine if posters and bookmarks will also 
be distributed amongst the cast/crew).  

§ Where else should the bookmarks go? Make sure that there are lots of 
flyers in the theatre, with copies available for Alumnae mailings, and for 
cross-promotion with other theatre companies. 

§ Confirm how the publicity budget will be spent. 
§ Managing the Publicist is part of your responsibility. Keep in touch and 

monitor deadlines.  

2. SPECIAL PROMOTIONS PERSON:  
In tandem with the Publicist, determine what the marketing plan of the special promotions 
person will be on your show.  

§ What are the key targets that you need to reach?  
§ Is there any extra money in the budget for her?  
§ Are group sales available and which organizations or groups are being 

targeted?  
§ What is the deal being offered?  
§ Set deadlines. 
§ Again, managing the Special Promotions person is part of your 

responsibility. Keep in touch and monitor deadlines. 
 
Please note: Any group sales, special promotions or special deals need to be coordinated 
with the box office manager.   
 
3. PROGRAM 
Gather the program information early enough in advance so that you can get it set and 
printed in time for the first preview (if possible). Contact the stage manager for a list of all 
of the department heads, the casting information and the credits that need to go in the 
program (ie. anyone who helped build the set, has lent a prop or has done a particular 
service to the director, etc.).  
 
A useful deadline is to have this done no later than the Sunday before opening night. Be 
sure to bring enough copies of the proof to rehearsal so that the actors, crew and 
production staff can review the information and make their corrections without causing 
any unnecessary delays. Or, better yet, send out the proof via email with a request that any 
corrections be sent back to you within 24 hours (otherwise, it gets printed as is). Confirm, 
and then re-confirm, the spelling of every person’s name, and the name of every business 
listed. 



 
Note that any Equity members need to be identified in the program with an asterisk by 
their name, and the following footnote needs to appear: Appearing by permission of the 
Canadian Actors' Equity Association.  
 
The holder of the play’s rights may need to be identified, i.e. Produced by special 
arrangement with Samuel French Ltd.  
 
Questions to ask: Does the director want to do a statement for the program? Do the scenes 
or location need to be identified? Is there an intermission? Is there room to promote the 
next show? Are we doing any cross-promotion which necessitates running an ad? Will 
you be using the image from the poster? 
 
As for layout, traditionally the artistic and production staffs are listed first and then the 
actors. Feel free to use other programs (from Alumnae or from other theatres) to 
determine how you will lay out the information. 
 
Transfer the file to a disc and take it to Staples at the corner of King and Berkeley to be 
printed (unless you are “borrowing” supplies from your place of business). Only order as 
many as you predict will be needed for the first week, and then print more week to week 
depending on the box office numbers. Deliver these to the box office no later than one 
hour before showtime, earlier if they need to be folded and/or stuffed. 
 
A good idea: put a box in the lobby with a sign encouraging patrons to leave their 
programs behind to be recycled for the next performance — kudos to you for being frugal 
and environmentally friendly.  
 
4. DISPLAY WINDOWS (this may be undertaken by the publicist)  
Front window: the Publicist from the previous season will have organized the poster 
design for the current season, and we typically arrange to have large posters printed at 
D2K Imaging for the front windows. The show that is currently in production has its 
poster in the left window with the “Tickets Now on Sale” sign next to it. The Publicist 
will take care of this.   
Side window: decorate with posters, bookmarks and production photos.  
 
5. LOBBY DISPLAY  

§ Set a deadline to receive photos and bios from the cast and crew (advise the 
cast and crew via the Stage Manager). Reproduce the information on a 
single sheet and send it to the Publicist for inclusion in the press kit. 

§ Have the bios typed up and displayed with the photos in the upper lobby. 
Feel free to include production photos, too (making sure to tag each photo 
with the names of the actors pictured)  

§ It would be a good idea to include the name of the photographer on the 
display board, and to invite her/him to leave business cards in the lobby.  

§ Collect interesting material related to the production for display in other 
parts of the theatre. 

 
E) PHOTOGRAPHY, BOX OFFICE & BAR, OPENING NIGHT 

1. PHOTOGRAPHY  
The Publicist will hire a photographer to take the production photos. Note: the budget for 
photography is small (approximately $200) and it is meant to include the session fee, one 



set of archival prints, and digital copies for the Publicist. If you can be of help in finding 
someone then please do so.  
 
Take photos as early as possible so they can serve as advance promotion shots for 
publicist. Coordinate the photo session in advance with the Director, Stage Manager and 
Wardrobe Designer.  
 
Determine with the Publicist how many prints are needed for the media and when she 
needs them. The final choice of which photos to use will rest with her.  
 
Remember to keep a set aside for the archives.  

2. BOX OFFICE AND BAR  
Inform the Front of House Manager and the Bar Manager of any special circumstances, 
i.e. no intermission or two intermissions, talkback sessions after performance, or any 
details out of the ordinary. For example, do you want special arrangements to keep the bar 
open, or are there any group sales that involve a special reception? Advise them of the 
running time of each act.  
 
3. OPENING NIGHT RECEPTION  
Typically, the budget for the opening night reception is small so you’ll need to get 
creative. If parties are not your forte, then see if you can recruit a volunteer from 
Alumnae’s membership to coordinate the reception. If you are lucky enough to find 
someone to do this job, review the following points: 
 

§ Confirm the budget for the party, and the date (yes, it’s obvious to you but 
the last thing you want is a phone conversation with a frantic party planner 
who thought that opening night was next week). 

§ Discuss what to serve. Are there foods mentioned in the show that could be 
served at the party? Is it possible to model the foods served at the party on 
the show’s period, or draw inspiration from its location?  

§ Will music be piped into the lobby? What kind? 
 
  
 



Checklists 
 
PRODUCER  

§ Schedule, attend and monitor creative team meetings.  
§ Prepare the budget. 
§ Prepare the casting notice, written in cooperation with the Director, and 

post it (and if you know an actor who might interest the Director, speak to 
the Director and invite the actor to attend the auditions). 

§ Assemble the creative team (in cooperation with the Director and, if 
possible, the Stage Manager), and the production and technical staff.  

§ Create a contact sheet listing all members of the creative teams and 
production staff thus far (this will become the Stage Manager’s task once 
one is appointed). 

§ Attend casting auditions and final call-backs.  
§ Attend the first read-through. Review the budget with the department 

heads. 
§ Coordinate production meetings (at least three), publicity/promotion 

meetings, and the tech and dress rehearsals. 
§ Coordinate the Producer’s Lunch during tech weekend. 
§ Either organize or recruit someone to organize the opening night party.  
§ Monitor all deadlines, especially for publicity. 
§ Facilitate the coordination of material for the program and the press 

release. 
§ Coordinate media publicity and advertising with the Publicist, including 

approval of the flyer design and the press release.   
§ Gather bios and photos for the lobby display. 
§ . 
§ Coordinate the strike. 
§ Post-show, gather all of the materials for the archives.  
§ Pay bills, create a financial reconciliation and send it to the Treasurer 

within two weeks of closing. 
§ Write final report for the board of directors.   

 
 



HEAD OF WARDROBE 
The Head of Wardrobe is responsible for all aspects of costuming. She/he works with the 
Designer (sometimes the designer takes on this role)  to carry out the design for costumes, 
deals with any required costume rentals, supplies accessories, purchases patterns, fabric 
and notions. She/he maintains the costuming budget. 
  
The general contact for the Alumnae's costume resources is the Wardrobe Manager.  
 
PRE-PRODUCTION 
The Head of Wardrobe shall:  

§ Be present at all production meetings.  
§ Become thoroughly acquainted with the text, make a costume plot noting 

fast changes, specifics (colours, styles etc.), doublings, breakaways and 
such.  

§ Cross check with the Designer's notes.  
§ Contact the Wardrobe Manager to obtain keys which will be kept until the 

strike is complete.  
§ Once the Director and Designer have finalized the design, arrange to show 

the Designer the stock costumes, fabric and trim.  
§ Assess the need for building costumes and allocate budget.  
§ Recruit sewers for building and alterations.  
§ Appoint a person to assemble and make accessories. This person need not 

be a sewer. 
§ Note: Items worn by the actors are considered costume. Items of clothing 

not worn by the actors are props, and therefore are the responsibility of the 
Props department.  

§ Purchase fabrics and findings in co-operation with the Designer.  
§ Allocate fabrics, design sketches (work with photocopies that can be 

marked)  
§ Discuss sewing process, measurements and notions with each sewer.  
§ Take measurements yourself or assign one sewer to do it. (Costume sheet 

provided)  
§ Arrange fitting schedule to dovetail with, but not interrupt, the rehearsals. 

Present at this first fitting will be the Head of Wardrobe, the Costume 
Designer, the sewer(s), and the actor.  

§ In order to do all of this, the Head of Wardrobe must have an up-to-date 
contact sheet, scene breakdown and rehearsal schedule. It is the Stage 
Manager's responsibility to provide this.  

§ Check with the Producer on the photo shoot schedule and the specific 
requirements. 

§ Begin keeping running notes during rehearsals concerning costume 
(placement of pockets etc.). These will be forwarded to the Wardrobe 
Person by the Stage Manager.  

§ Keep a "bible" with costume plots, measurements, assignments, "state of 
completion", sources and expenses. This book starts with the first full read 
through and is on-going.  

§ If required, assign rehearsal skirts, corsets, and specialized shoes at least 
four weeks before opening.  

§ Actual costumes may be worn if available at the discretion of the Wardrobe 
Person for the week before opening.  

§ With the Stage Manager, arrange the dressing room on tech weekend. 



§ Arrange for, and be in charge of, the dress parade. This is done in 
conjunction with the Director and Costume Designer. A good time is 
during the tech weekend when the actors are present but not in rehearsal 
and there is still time for adjustments.  

§ Decide at the dress parade if dressers are needed. If so, recruit and train 
dressers and provide a changing space that is approved by the Stage 
Manager.  

§ Post a staffing schedule in the dressing room and give a copy to the Stage 
Manager.  

§ Give an accurate list of acknowledgments for loans (no need to 
acknowledge rentals) and staff names to the producer for inclusion in the 
program.  

 
PRODUCTION  
The Head of Wardrobe will: 

§ Do repairs as needed. The need for repairs will be passed to the Wardrobe 
Person by the Stage Manager. The cast should report the need for repairs to 
the Stage Manager immediately.  

§ Make a good repair kit available in the dressing room.  
§ Make a list of daily maintenance (pressing, washing etc.) and post it 

together with who is responsible, and where the laundry pick up is located.  
§ Shirts should be clean every other day. Brushing and spot cleaning may be 

necessary from time to time.  
 
POST PRODUCTION  

§ The Head of Wardrobe must be present at the strike with someone to assist. 
If no one from the wardrobe crew is available, the Stage Manager must 
assign someone from the strike crew. A costume strike needs at least two 
people so check ahead to ensure that this is arranged.  

 
§ The Wardrobe person must make sure that the dressing room is cleared of 

costumes, that it is swept, washed and made ready for the next production 
by the end of strike day. This area includes the two cast washrooms.  

 
§ It is the Wardrobe person's responsibility to see that all costume items are 

collected from backstage and the dressing room and returned to the correct 
place in the wardrobe in a condition ready to be used again. The costumes 
may need to be brushed, aired, cleaned or laundered. This means that the 
job could extend beyond the strike day. All work must be complete and 
everything put away within two weeks after the closing. Co-ordinate this 
with the Wardrobe Manager.  

 
§ Make sure that all rentals and loans are returned immediately. 

 
§ See that all thank-yous, if appropriate, are done immediately.  

 
§ Make sure that the garbage cans are emptied by closing the bags and 

moving them to the Adelaide Street door for pick-up and new bags put in. 
(The garbage bags are in the supply cupboard.)  

 
§ Return the costume cage key to the Wardrobe Manager.  

 



WARDROBE BUDGET  
The producer will assign the budget for costumes. It is the Wardrobe person's 
responsibility to maintain the budget. All receipts must be collected and handed to the 
producer for recording. The Wardrobe person should keep record of expenses as well. The 
budget should allow for the unexpected. For example, wigs and dressing and special 
make-up (clowns etc.) come from the costume budget.  
 



 
DESIGNERS – COSTUME AND SET  

§ The Set and Costume Designers must provide complete set and costume 
plots. Please remember to stay within the budget, and please bear in mind 
that the designs are being executed by capable, but sometimes 
inexperienced, volunteers.  

§ Provide clear working drawings, sewing and painting instructions well in 
advance.  

§ As the costume designer, attend all fittings.  
§ As the set designer, check with your carpenter and painter constantly, 

either directly or through the set construction co-ordinator.  
§ Attend the set-up and costume parade.  
§ If you are interested, arrange with the producer for a lobby display of 

sketches and designs for the production.  



MASTER CARPENTER/SET COORDINATOR 
The Master Carpenter/Set Coordinator’s responsibility is to realize the Set Designer's 
sketches into a set onstage. This person should:  

§ Have a lengthy discussion with the Set Designer about the design, 
including: Is the design possible within the budget? What features 
absolutely have to be included? Are there any features which may cause 
problems, either during the build, or for the actors and the stage 
management team once it’s constructed? 

§ Line up a crew.  
§ Discuss with the Stage Manager when the best time to build the set will be, 

and how many nights will be needed (this needs to happen before the Stage 
Manager has created the final rehearsal schedule). 

§ Daytime building sessions may be possible depending on the availability of 
crew.  

§ Get the working drawings from the Set Designer.  
§ Before you buy supplies, check with the theatre manager as to what is 

already in stock.  
§ If the Set Designer is not painting the set her/himself, arrange to have a 

meeting with the Set Designer and the Set Painter(s).  
§ After a building session, tidy the theatre and put tools and surplus materials 

away (don't forget there will be a rehearsal in the theatre the next night).  
 



SOUND DESIGNER  
The most obvious requirement in this department is a good working knowledge of the 
Theatre's particular sound system, and knowing how to put sound on to a CD. FYI: The 
equipment manuals are on the shelf in the sound room.  
The sound designer should: 

§ Read the script to find out what sound and music cues are needed and when 
they occur.  

§ Attend production meetings to find out any changes the Director may have 
in mind; also what incidental music she/he wants for use as pre-show and 
intermission music  

§ Decide with the Director what sounds are to be produced live (these will 
also be your responsibility).  

§ Work out an accurate cue sheet: a numerical list (with line cues) which 
corresponds to numbers on the CD’s label is the simplest for technical 
rehearsals, and then post the list on the CD player or on the clipboard next 
to the CD player.  

§ Make sure the sound operator(s) are familiar with the show and with the 
equipment if you will not be operating the sound during the show.  

§ Give the sound CDs to the Producer when the production is over.  
 



LIGHTING DESIGNER 
The Lighting Designer is responsible for helping to realize the mood of the show in 
cooperation with the Director, Set Designer, Costume and Sound designers.  

§ The designer must obtain a ground plot and lighting equipment inventory.  
§ It is important that someone who is new to the theatre system becomes 

thoroughly versed in its idiosyncrasies. If the designer is not familiar with 
the theatre lighting board (Stand MX) please read the manual in the drawer 
next to the board and practice setting up, cueing and operating it. (Help is 
available. Please ask the Producer to call someone who is familiar with the 
board in to help you.)  

§ The designer should attend several rehearsals to get a feeling for the show.  
§ The sooner the basic hanging can be done, the better. Focusing and gels 

can be done just before the technical rehearsal.  
§ If the Lighting Designer will not be operating the board during the run, it is 

imperative to have an in-depth training session with the one(s) who will. 
This should be done prior to the tech weekend.  

 



LIGHTING OPERATOR 
The lighting operator(s) should: 

§ Confer with the Lighting Designer as to the complexity of the design and 
the types of lighting to be used.  

§ See a rehearsal (or two) before hanging the lights.  
§ Assist during the hanging and focusing session. 
§ Make sure that there are spare bulbs on hand (inform the Producer if spares 

need to be purchased).  
§ Work out a cue sheet with the Lighting Designer and the Director.  
§ Operator(s) should attend all technical and dress rehearsals to become 

familiar with the running of the cues.  
§ During the run, arrive early enough to check the equipment. Watch that the 

bulbs have not blown or slipped out of focus.  
§ At the end of the run, the cue sheets should be given to the Producer.  

 



STAGE MANAGER  
This is a guide to the production process at the Alumnae Theatre. The order of some of the 
functions may change in specific productions, but these seem to be the necessary pieces. 
The Stage Manager (SM), being responsible for many of these functions is not expected to 
perform all of them, but to delegate them appropriately to other members of the team.  
 
The Director, with the assistance and input of the Designers, develops the "vision" for the 
production. Early input from the SM regarding safety and other practical issues can save 
aggravation and disappointment later. The role of the SM evolves through the production 
process, but the responsibility for the safety of cast and crew does not change.  
 
Stage managers new to the Alum should arrange to have the Executive Producer or the 
Technical Director take them on a tour of the theatre to learn the location of switches, the 
first aid kit, breaker panels, the fire alarm panel and which doors need to get locked up 
following rehearsal. Knowing the location of these items is essential. 
 
THE PROMPT BOOK (Early Production/Pre Rehearsal)  
The Prompt Book is the text of the script, usually photocopied and enlarged, in a binder 
which the SM or Assistant Stage Manager (ASM) uses to record developments through 
the rehearsal process. Blocking (actors’ movement onstage) notes are recorded and 
updated to ensure consistency.  
 
The Prompt Book is also used by the SM during the rehearsal process to prompt the actors 
when they are off-book (re. they’ve memorized their lines and blocking). Right-handed 
SM's may find it preferable to reverse The Prompt Book and punch the pages in the right-
hand margin. This facilitates writing notes on the right-hand page while following the 
rehearsal by turning pages with the left. Loose paper can be interleaved to prevent 
destroying, through many erasures, the back of a page of text if the show changes 
constantly. The SM will use the Prompt Book to place sound and light cues in the show at 
the tech rehearsal stage of the process.  
 
The SM or ASM should go through the script and make a list of props used in the show. 
This list will be essential throughout the rehearsal process as cuts and additions are made.  
 
LOCKUP LIST 
For rehearsal and performance:  
Lights, windows and doors (two) for the Studio.  
Lights, windows, and doors (two) for the second floor.  
Tower stair doors locked (outside, to lobby, to Bridge, to Studio).  
Mainstage, including basement and lobby (smokers’ door from dressing room, door to 
Adelaide stairs, door to Mainstage, lobby lights, breaker as required).  
 
The production (and technical rehearsal) procedure includes booth lockup/shutdown or the 
sound, lights, house lights, alarm, door and bridge windows.  
 
REHEARSAL 
The SM develops the rehearsal schedule with the Director. The rehearsal schedule should 
be comprehensive and block all time required for the rehearsal process, including 
production meetings and time reserved for technical team access to the space. Copies of 
the schedule (including the run of the show) and a contact list should be presented to each 
actor, and all members of the production team, during the first read-through. Reference 



copies of each should be posted in the theatre, and sent to all members of the production 
team and cast via email.  
 
Security at the Alum is generally accommodated in one of two ways: either the Adelaide 
door is open and the inside doors are locked, or all of the inside doors are open and the 
external doors are locked. This procedure applies at all times.  
 
During rehearsals, actors should use the buzzer at the Adelaide door to gain entrance to 
the theatre. The SM should notify the Director when all required cast are present, and if an 
actor is late the actor should be telephoned.  
 
The SM should have the following on hand for the rehearsal process:  

§ Basic first aid kit, including headache tablets.  
§ Pencils and a sharpener for the actors to take notes (pencils to be returned 

at the end of each rehearsal).  
§ Box of Kleenex.  
§ Personal flashlight.  
§ A coffee station if required (terms should be agreed upon by all users).  
§ Tape (masking/spike/glow).  
§ Utility knife. 

  
As the set design begins to take shape, the SM should mark set pieces and large props on 
the rehearsal deck with tape to allow the cast to develop their blocking. If the show is set 
in period then rehearsal skirts and/or period shoes should also be available (contact the 
Head of Wardrobe). Rehearsal props (re. if the actual prop isn’t available then a temporary 
replacement prop is used) should also be available on a timely basis.  
 
TECH WEEK  
These are the rehearsals which are immediately prior to opening during which the show is 
set. Complete tech has four stages: construction (including light hang), level sets, cue-to-
cue, and the tech/dress runs.  
 
Designers require sufficient time in the space to construct and adjust their part of the set. 
Lights may require time to refocus, and the Set Designer and Master Carpenter may 
discover alternate solutions to their artistic goals at any point up to the final dress 
rehearsal.  
 
As a matter of practicality all changes to the set should be discussed with the Stage 
Manager(s) as they will have an impact on blocking, and potentially on the safety of the 
cast and crew.  
 
Level sets require the presence of a “walker” (for the lights), the Operators and Designers, 
the Director, and the SM. The SM should have the opportunity to set the placement of the 
cues to satisfy the creative requirements of the Designers and the Director.  
 
The proceedings at the cue-to-cue occur at the sole discretion of the SM. At the cue-to-
cue, the actors run the portions of the show which involve technical cues so that they can 
get a feel for the cues, so that the SM can perfect calling each cue, and so that the 
operator(s) can get a sense of the pacing. Timing (length) of the cues is set to coordinate 
with the blocking. Changes to any cue after this point must be agreed upon by the 
respective Designers and the Director, and must be confirmed by the SM.  
 



THE CALL 
Consistency is the cardinal virtue in calling a show. There are three levels of urgency in 
the call: a warning allows the operators and backstage crew to prepare well in advance of 
the anticipated cue (or series of cues); a standby tells the crew that the cue could happen in 
the next second and that the SM expects that they are ready to go; and the Go tells the 
Operator to begin the specified cue (so use the G-word only when you really, really mean 
it).  
 
The SM will consider the skills of the crew, any proclivity of the actors to drop lines or 
bounce around in a scene, and the clarity of the instruction to the crew in developing the 
call. The SM should also develop alternative plans for calling each cue in the event of an 
onstage emergency.  
 
The Tech Dress Rehearsals (and Preview if there is one) are the opportunity to run the 
complete show before a paying audience is present. The SM determines which types of 
rehearsals are required, and should be sensitive to the needs of the Designers and Director. 
A "dry tech" runs the technical cues in order without the actors. A "full tech" runs the 
show with actors and tech with the option of stopping. A "dress tech" includes full cast 
and crew, full costume, all props, and all tech. The dress tech should be followed by the 
Preview, which is a dress tech with an invited (sympathetic?) audience.  
 
THE HAND OFF AND THE RUN 
The Mainstage and Studio shows at the Alumnae run for twelve performances over three 
weeks, and there comes a point in the run where it is no longer appropriate for the director 
to personally tweak the show. The Director, the Producer, and the Stage Manager should 
agree during one of the first production meetings when that point is and abide by their 
commitment (for example, the Stage Manager and the Director might agree to “Notes 
Nights” where the director sees the show, makes notes and shares them with the SM).  
 
Other production issues include the presence of non-crew in the booth during the run, and 
the circumstances under which a show might be cancelled. A common understanding on 
these issues should be reached by the Producer and the Stage Manager.  
 
FORM/CONVENTIONS/MAGIC/RUN 
Achieving preset is the first part of the show. Preset light and sound cues are established, 
the crew confirms that the stage props and tech are standing by, and then the SM can 
release the house to the house manager. Once the house is open to the audience, silence 
reigns backstage. This sequence is designed to ensure that the tech is invisible so that, for 
the audience, the show happens as if by magic. Likewise, the actors in costume, unless 
specifically directed by the Director in rehearsal, are not visible to the audience pre-show.  
 
The SM and the evening's House Manager should coordinate the opening of the house and 
the time of the curtain. Communication between the SM and the Front of House Staff is 
essential in preventing surprises.  
 
If the crew requires access to the stage during intermission, communication with each 
other and/or audience members is forbidden. By theatrical convention, crew members in 
stage blacks (all black clothes, no belt buckles) are not "present". However, if an audience 
member hands a prop up to the crew from the house a thank you (no more) is courteous.  
When in doubt, discuss issues with the Director and Producer. If this is difficult, call the 
Executive Producer or the Technical Director for help.  



 
PROPERTIES AND FURNITURE COORDINATOR The Properties and 
Furniture Coordinator is, as the title indicates, responsible for all of the props and 
furniture for the show, and for seeing that all pieces are returned at the end of the show. 
The Properties Coordinator will:  

§ Work with the stage manager to list all the props that are needed.  
§ Discuss with the Director if there are any changes to the basic list.  
§ Discuss with the Director any special types of props, ie. what is the time 

period of the show, what is the vision of the designers, etc.  
§ Work with the Set Designer to source out and supply the props and 

furniture pieces. The Coordinator will also need to supply rehearsal props 
if necessary. 

 



PUBLICIST  
POSTERS AND BOOKMARKS  
The publicist from the previous season is responsible for the art direction of the following 
seasons’ plays. Continuity is important so the design that is authorized by the previous 
year’s publicist and the board of directors is the one that the current production team will 
be using. Exceptions are few, but if there is real dissension then the Producer will need to 
liaise with the Publicist to create an alternative (for example, in 2007 the Director of For 
the Pleasure of Seeing Her Again requested a redesign of the poster and the Publicist was 
able to engage the same artist to produce an alternate image, thereby maintaining the 
“look” of the season).   
 
The Producer delivers a script, a list of the cast and the creative team to the Publicist and 
establishes deadlines. The Stage Manager should keep the Publicist in the email loop so 
that she is receiving rehearsal schedule updates and revisions to the contact sheet. 
 
The Director and the Publicist discuss key themes of the play, marketing ideas, the use of 
a sub-header for the press release and/or program and/or the website, and they confirm 
deadlines.  
 
The Publicist will then take these ideas to our poster and ad designer (currently Suzanne 
Courtney, Web Goddess). Suzanne will create the first draft of the poster and bookmark. 
When you are reviewing the drafts of each please wait until you have all of the revisions 
(from the Director and Producer in addition to your own) before you send them off to 
Suzanne. In this way, she will only need to create one more draft, making her very happy 
and you a rock star.   
 
The Publicist, Director, Producer and Audience Development Representative meet to: 

§ Review the first draft of the artwork (this will be the existing image with 
the addition of production staff and cast names, a sub-header if necessary, 
and any promotional items).  

§ Review budget breakdown (where the money will be spent).  
§ Review where the materials will be distributed.  
§ Review audience development initiatives.  
§ Review the first draft of the press release.  
§ Confirm all upcoming deadlines.  
§ Note: this can all be done via email. 

 
Note: Posters, bookmarks and the press release will list the cast and all members of the 
artistic team. Ads will not.  
 
The Publicist orders the printing of the posters and bookmarks after the final draft is 
approved by the Director and the Producer. The Publicist delivers a quantity of the posters 
and bookmarks to the Producer for the members of the company.  
 



DISTRIBUTION  
Alumnae currently uses the company Ballyhoo! which distributes the posters and 
bookmarks throughout the downtown central region of Toronto. In addition, we also 
distribute posters and bookmarks throughout the south central locations of the Toronto 
Public Library (33 locations in all). We also coordinate program stuffing exchanges with 
several theatre companies, including Canadian Stage, Theatre Passe Muraille and Hart 
House Theatre. 
 
Press releases are sent via email to everyone on our media list which includes addresses 
for print, radio, tv, event websites, theatre organizations (including Equity Showcase, 
Theatre Ontario, TAPA, PACT, Theatrebooks and The Toronto Arts Council) and theatre 
schools in Toronto. If the Publicist has time, she should make sure that those 
organizations listed have a supply of bookmarks and a poster, as well as the press release.  
 
If there isn’t money available to hire a company to distribute the posters and bookmarks 
then it is back to pounding the pavement for a lucky few. The Producer will need to 
arrange a team to do the distribution. Recommended routes: Queen Street East (Corktown 
and Leslieville), Queen Street West, King Street East, College Street, Bloor Street, Church 
Street, Danforth.  
 
Program stuffing will be organized by the Publicist. Please contact the House Manager to 
let her know what flyers are being inserted into the programs and where they are located 
(because you will have organized the delivery well in advance with your contact at the 
other theatre company). 
 
Alumnae Theatre provides twenty tickets to the TO Tix booth in Dundas square. There is 
a form to be submitted at the start of each run, and they will need a poster and bookmarks.  
 
PRESS RELEASE  
The Publicist is responsible for writing and emailing the press release and following-up to 
arrange complimentary tickets for the media.   
 

§ First draft of the press release is reviewed by the Director and the Producer. 
Note: the press release lists only the Director, Designers and cast members. 

§ The press release should include a catch-phrase, a summary of the play, a 
short biography of the writer, a short piece from the Director and a list of 
the who is doing what on the creative team, and who is playing whom 
among the actors. The second page should include point-form details about 
the run of the show (dates, times, ticket prices, box office information etc.) 

§ The final draft of the press release is emailed to the Producer and Director 
for final approval.  

§ Send the press release to Suzanne to be posted on our website. 
§ Follow-up with the media to book reviewers and advance story items.  

 
PHOTOS 

§ The Publicist, in cooperation with the Stage Manager and the Director, 
agrees to a suitable photo day.  

§ The Publicist books the photographer. 
§ The Director selects scenes to be photographed.  
§ The Publicist follows up with the Director to determine which photos will 

be used for promotion (but, ultimately, the Publicist has the final choice). 



§ These should be sent to Suzanne so that they can be posted on the website 
(they will then also be available to the media for download).  

§ The photos can be used for the lobby display and for display in the side 
window.  


